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1. During what king of Rome’s reign were a pig, sheep, and bull sacrificed together for the 

first time, signalling the end of the census?    SERVIUS TULLIUS 

 B1: What name is given to this particular sacrifice?     SUOVETAURILIA 

 B2: Of what wife of Tarquinius Priscus was Servius the protégé?    TANAQUIL 

 

2. Identify the type of conditional in the following sentence: Sī hanc sententiam sciam, 

maximē gaudeam.              FUTURE LESS VIVID 

 B1: Now translate that sentence. 

    IF I SHOULD KNOW THIS SENTENCE/OPINION, 

                                                    I WOULD REJOICE (VERY) GREATLY/BE VERY GLAD  

 B2: Make the sentence in the tossup present contrary to fact. 

      SĪ HANC SENTENTIAM SCIREM, MAXIMĒ GAUDĒREM 

 

3. Named but seldom called Asterius, what monster was the offspring of Pasiphae and a bull?

          MINOTAUR 

 B1: The name Asterius is shared with the wife of what woman, the mother of Minos? 

                  EUROPA 

 B2: Who was the father of Europe and Cadmus?          AGENOR 

 

4. Referring often to specific and individual magistrates and having a nationalistic theme, what 

type of fabulae are tragedies of Roman setting?   

 FABULAE PRAETEXTAE 

B1: What type of fabulae, containing sung and spoken parts, are comedies of a Greek 

origin?             FABULAE PALLIATAE 

B2: What type of fabulae were comedies of a Roman origin, which didn’t attack 

individuals or morals choices?            FABULAE TOGATAE 

 

5. Identify the literary device in the following line, excerpted from Book 2 of Vergil’s Aeneid: 

ascensū superō atque arrectīs auribus astō.                   ALLITERATION 

B1: Identify the literary device in the following line, excerpted from Book 1 of Ovid’s 

Metamorphoses: innumerīs tumidum Pythona sagittīs.             CHIASM(US) 

B2: Identify the literary device in the following line, excerpted from Book 1 of Vergil’s 

Aeneid: O terque quaterque beatī.                        APOSTROPHE 

 

[SCORE CHECK] 

 

6. In the Aeneid, who saw a shooting star and a ring of fire around his grandson Ascanius’ 

head, convincing him to leave Troy?                    ANCHISES 

B1: What prophecy of the oracle of Apollo at Delos did Anchises misinterpret, leading the 

Trojans to Crete?         SEEK OUT (YOUR ANCIENT) MOTHER(LAND) 

B2: By whom had Anchises fathered Aeneas?          VENUS (not Aphrodite) 
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7. Make the phrase īdem bonus puer dative singular.                     EĪDEM BONŌ PUERŌ 

 B1: Make that phrase genitive.        EIUSDEM BONĪ PUERĪ 

 B2: Make that phrase plural.     EŌRUNDEM BONŌRUM PUERŌRUM 

 

8. Name the emperors who preceded and succeeded Titus. 

        VESPASIAN and DOMITIAN 

 B1: Name the emperors who preceded, succeeded, and co-ruled with Marcus Aurelius. 

     ANTONINUS PIUS, LUCIUS VERUS, COMMODUS 

 B2: Name the emperors who preceded and succeeded Maximinus Thrax. 

                      SEVERUS ALEXANDER and GORDIAN I AND II 

 

9. Give the comparative and superlative for the adjective clarus. 

                  CLARIOR, CLARISSIMUS 

 B1: Give the comparative and superlative for the adverb clarē. 

                     CLARIUS, CLARISSIMĒ 

 B2: Give the comparative and superlative for the adverb facilis. 

                       FACILIUS, FACILLIMĒ 

 

10. Termed felicissimē audax by Quintilian and nearly killed by a falling tree branch at a 

young age, what Latin author is the source of the quotes dulce et decorum est prō patriā 

morī and carpē diem?             HORACE 

 B1: What work of Horace is based on Lucilius’ earlier forays into the same genre? 

                SATIRES/SERMONES 

 B2: How many books of Carmina did Horace author?               FOUR  

 

[SCORE CHECK] 

 

11. Quid Anglicē significat vultus?        EXPRESSION/APPEARANCE/FACE 

 B1: Quid Anglicē significat vulgus?                 THRONG/CROWD 

 B2: What Latin poet authored the quote “odī profanum vulgus et arceo?” 

                 HORACE 

 

12. What author, born of an African tribe at Carthage, wrote comedies more suited for 

cultivated circles than those of his predecessor, Plautus?        TERENCE 

 B1: How many plays did Terence write?           SIX 

B2: From what Greek New Comedian does Terence draw most of the inspiration for his 

plays?          MENANDER 

 

13. Which of the giants was the strongest and was immortal within the borders of his 

homeland?                  ALCYONEUS 

 B1: What was the homeland of Alcyoneus?          PALLENE 

 B2: Which of the giants was the king, according to Pindar?          PORPHYRION 
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14. Manius Valerius Messalla, Appius Claudius Caudex, Gaius Duilius, and Atilius Regulus all 

served as early commanders in what conflict, which lasted from 264 to 241 B.C.? 

          FIRST PUNIC WAR 

B1: By what Spartan mercenary were the Romans defeated at the Battle of Bagradas Valley 

in 255 BC?                              XANTHIPPUS 

B2: At what battle did Publius Claudius Pulcher throw the sacred chickens into the ocean 

because they wouldn’t eat, dooming the Romans to a defeat?      DREPANA 

 

 

[SCORE CHECK] 

 

15. When recognized by the spotter, please perform the following command: Tenē manum tuī 

comitis. 

           STUDENT SHOULD HOLD THE HAND OF HIS/HER TEAMMATE 

B1: When recognized by the spotter, please perform the following command: Omnēs 

mutāte sēdēs.                                        ALL SHOULD CHANGE SEATS 

B2: When recognized by the spotter, please perform the following command: Nunc redīte 

ad tuās sedēs. 

                                              STUDENTS SHOULD RETURN TO ORIGINAL SEATS 

 

 

[SCORE CHECK] 

 


